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вопросе обоснования статистической физики.
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1. Introduction.

The problem of strict grounding of the statistical physics, 1.*. the

description of Irreversible Macroscopic behavior of the close* systs» on

the basis of tine-reversible microscopic mechanical equations, r e a l m

jnsolved so far [1] .

Recall briefly the situation, it Is considered that the closet system

consisting of large number of N Interacting particles daring the finite tine

turns Into thermodynamical equilibrium state. To describe this process, there

Is used one of the basic notions, 1.e. the notion of the Gfbbs ensemble

Introduced Into the statistical physics: Instead of one closed system there

Is considered an Infinite number of copies of this system under the same

macroscopic conditions. Geometrically, this Is reduced to the consideration

of a finite region on the energy surface In the 6tt-d1mens1onal phase space

instead of one representative point. The Introduction of the ensemble notion

Is usually explained by lack of our knowledge of the exact microscopic state

of the system (see, e.g. [2] ). And there Is postulated that the macroscopic

characteristics of an Individual real svstem coincide with the mean values



of these characteristics with respect to the ensemble. Already at this stage

one can see the artificiality of the Incorporation of the ensemble for des-

cribing a separate closed system, since» Irrespective of our knowledge

within the scope of the classical mechanics, the system Itself possesses

exact Initial data.

Further, the thermodynamical equilibrium state Is described by means of

Microcanonical distribution for which the postulate of a priori equiprobabi-

Iity holds [2] . According to this postulate, for the equilibrium closed

system all the microstates satisfying the given macroconditions are equi-

probabie.

Consider now the ensemble of closed systems consisting of particles

whose Interaction potentials are velocity-Independent. Let these systems be

1n nonequHibrium state at an Initial Instant of time. In a finite time t

larger than the relaxation time t% they have to go over Into themodynamicajl

equilibrium state. Let us choose at this Instant of time t some system whi^

subsequently will be In equilibrium state. In the microcanonical ensemble

describing the equilibrium state at an Instant t, there must be found also

a system with the opposite direction of velocity. But this second system,

according to the reversible microscopic equations, at an Instant 2t will

come back Into Initial nonequHibrium state of the first system.

Thus, at any t.> X% , the whole available under given macroconditfons

phase volume of the ensemble Is divided Into two equal parts, such that If

at the $1ven Instant of time the system was 1n the first part, It will re-

main In equilibrium state, and If In the second part, It will go over Into

nonequiHbrium state. This conclusion proves the obvious contradictoriness

of the postulate about the equiprobabiiity of microstates as well as of the

statement that the closed system achieves equilibrium state from nonequiH-

brium one during finite Interval of time.



Note, that all the considerations are referred to strictly closed sys-

tems. The possibility of the consideration of closed systems Is usually

based on the smaiiness of the surface effects against the volume ones (N ^)»

Here we'd like to emphasize one principal circumstance. Since all macro-

systems consist of atoms or Ions and electrons. I.e. of charged particles, '

then the Interaction of these particles 1s accompanied by electromagnetic

radiation. Moreover, these Interactions take place on the background of

always existing field of electromagnetic radiation. Owing to this, all real

macrosystems are unclosed, and this unciosedness 1s of a three-dimensional

(volumetric) nature.

Hence, naturally, there arises a problem to describe the relaxation

process of unclosed systems being under the action of external random forces*

This problem for the system of linear oscillators was considered by

Bogolyubov and Krylov [3] In 1939. They had shown that for the system en-

tropy averaged on phases of external random force, there Is fulfilled the

law of entropy Increase. In the same work, for the mean energy of the sys-

tem consisting of one oscillator.they obtained

W(t) ~ t$>(u>0) (1)

where 0(00») Is the spectral energy density of external field on the

oscillator frequency. If as an external random force we consider the equi-

librium thermal radiation, then the linear growth of oscillator energy con-

tradicts the second law of thermodynamics In Kelvin's formulation [2] ,

since according to (1), one may uniimitedly derive energy from the thermo-

stat, converting It to the mechanical energy of the oscillator.

In the present work we have calculated the energy of simplest charged

systems with attenuation In the external field of equilibrium thermal radi-

ation via direct solution of the stochastic equations of motion.
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2. The Charged Oscillator with Attenuation.

Consider the motion equation for the charged oscillator with attenuation

In the field of equilibrium thermal radiation:

4" + J(T + 0)
o
 t « f (2)

4 К
Aere 0>0= ——— 1s the proper frequency of the oscillator;

О = З т с 3

Is the Lorentz coefficient of the radiation damping, f - -j^ E , and

T 1s the vector of the radiation electric field. Since the field T 1s a

superposition of large number of Independent random fields, then, according

to the central limiting theorem of probability theory, It represents nor-

mally distributed random field.

Such fields are completely described by two first moments. Note also,

that the field of equilibrium thermal radiation possesses the properties of

stationarity, homogeneity and Isotropy. From these properties Immediately

follows that.the field mean value at any Instant of time 1n an arbitrary

point of space Is zero:

t г) > = О W

Consider also the time correlation function at a given point of space.

Owing to the homogeneity, this correlator 1s Z~ Independent. With respect

to statlonaHty and Isotropy, 1t can be presented as



and Y ( t ) can be expanded Into the Fourier cosine-Integral:
eo

V (t) - Idea ip(co) cos cat (6)
0

To find ¥ ( « ) , consider Y ( o ) . From the definition (5) there follows

where W is the thermal radiation electromagnetic field energy density

.Iven by Planck formula. Comparing (7) and (6) at t • 0 , we find that

1 (8)

where 8 is the temperature In energy units.

The Integral (6) can be calculated In the explicit form [4] :

3 atm'c» l г (t
a
*-O* a*t*

ptrrQ

where Q, ~ —^— . Frm (9) one can see that Y ( t ) changes Its sign at

t
o
 s: 1.37 -J^J- . This value of t

o
 determines a characteristic time of

correlation: at t > t
0
 the vector E (*) 1n the mean 1s directed

against the vector E (0) . To the characteristic correlation time corres-

ponds the characteristic correlation radius * 2
0

в
 ct

0
 . At room tempera-

tures t
o
~ 10"

1 4
 s, and г

в
 ~ 10"

4
 cm.

If now we restrict ourselves to the consideration of oscillations whose

amplitude Is much less than Z
o
 , then we may assume that In (2) T 1s

7 -Independent. Then the general solution of (2) has the form:

J|"tr)H(tt:) (10)



where H ( t ) = 6
 З Ш

, 1s the response function,

X,(t) 'fit cos(oo
e
t + $>) 1s the general damping solution of

the homogeneous equation, and o>
o
 = yj al - -£• •

He are Interested In the behavior of oscillator at large times -fc » y

therefore, the term *Z^(i) may be Ignored from the very beginning. With

respect to (4) we have

< x(t)>-0 , < T(t) >-0

To find out the oscillator energy, we must calculate

4 t

(12)

о о

We'll carry out calculations at y « C D o . Substituting (6) Into (12)

and using the formula —j — - t& 23T5(fi>±cDo) • •

for large times we obtain:

(13)

Note, that If from the very beginning we take \ • 0, then the similar

calculations at large t give <4*{t)> - % Set <f (сй
о
) , i.e.

the result (1) of Ref. [3] Is reproduced.

Let now tiCOo « в . This corresponds to the situation when the

"tried of proper oscillations Is mud» larger than the correlation time of



the radiation field. In this case, from (13) and (8) we obtain:

(14)

Thus we can see that with account of attenuation we come to a correct,

from the thermodynamics viewpoint, result. The oscillator energy reaches a

, finite time-Independent value, and here the principle of energy equipartitioii

over degrees of freedom Is fulfilled. Note, that the fulfilment of the

equipartition principle Is provided by the choice of.the attenuation factor

In the form of (3). This points out a close connection between the classica'

electrodynamics and statistical physics.

Hence we see that to obtain a correct value of the oscillator energy,

we should consider the Irreversible equations of motion of oscillator. At the

same time, as one can see fro» the derivation [5] of formula (3), the Irre-

versibility In the equation of motion of the charged particle arises due to

the choice of retarded solutions of Maxwell equations. That 1s finally, the

1rrevers1b1l1ty occurs because of the account of the causality principle.

The result (14) Is readily generalized for the case of N Identical

11nearly Interacting charged oscillators fixed at the points spaced from

each other at distances many times larger than 10 . In this case the

forces from the radiation field affecting Individual oscillators are non-

correlated, and after passing to normal coordinates we can show that

W M p t f t " "y N G . Hence here too the principle of energy

equipartition over degrees of freedom Is valid.



3. "Free" Particle.

The behavior of a "free" particle In an external field of equilibrium

radiation 1s described by the equation:

~г • v't = T (15)

Solving (16) In the same manner as In the previous Section, for the kinetic

energy at t»-rr we obtain:
о

(16)

As seen from (16), the principle of equipartition over degrees of freedom

Is violated. This Is due to the circumstance that a free particle executes

Infinite motion, and we must not therefore Ignore the 7 -dependence of §• .

Nevertheless, there exists a situation when the spatial region of motion

has dimensions many times less than £ 0 , whereas a characteristic time of

motion Is many times larger than t 0 . Such situation 1s realized for the

external electron of strongly excited (n ^ 30) atom. The corresponding to

(16) frequency shift

will also depend quadratically on absolute temperature.

Note, that the formula (17) can be obtained also at strict quantum-

mechanical calculation S.6] . Recently, this shift of levels (by six orders

of Magnitude less than the Lamb shift) was observed in the experiment [7]

which supported the validity of expression (17).
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4. Conclusion.

Recently, there appeared a hope to solve the problem of strict grounding

of the statistical physics with the help of the mixing property 1n the non-

linear mechanical systems [8]. However, as was shown In the Introduction,

one falls to co-ordinate logically the basic postulates of the statistical

physics for the closed systems.

We want to emphasize once again that the basic contradiction arises when

considering strictly closed mechanical systems. As already mentioned, the

real systems are "volumetrically" unclosed, although the effect Induced by

blackbody radiation might be extremely small. For example, at room tempera-

ture Its energy density and pressure are 10
11
-fold less than In an Ideal gas

However the unclosedness of the real systems is, ю our mind, of prin-

cipal significance.

First, 1t gives rise to a natural substantiation for Introducing the

notion of the Gibbs ensemble. Namely, the representative point of a separatt

real system consisting of N particles walks at random 1n a small layer of

the 6N-d1mens1onal phase space near the energy surface already at times less

than the characteristic time of collisions. And this walking takes place not

only at the Initial Instant of time, but continuously. Therefore, when

neglecting the external perturbations, It 1s natural to consider the evolu-

tion in some region of phase space rather than on one trajectory.

Second, 1f now we adopt that the real system has a property of local

instability (exponential runaway of trajectories), I.e. the "dynamical chaos"

takes place, then 1t becomes evident that the division of the phase space,

mentioned In the Introduction, 1n this case will not take place.

Thus, there are two reasons to "forget" Initial values of coordinates

and momenta in the system: first, the unclosedness of the real systems, and

11



second, the Irreversibility of the microscopic equations of motion. Their

relative contribution Into the system relaxation rate may be different In

different problems. For example, In the systems with mixing the relaxation

rate will basically be determined not by attenuation but by such parameters

if the system as the cross sections of Interaction of molecules, their con-

centration, etc. But 1t should be emphasized that even 1n Integrabie system*.

of the linear oscillator type a correct account of unciosedness and attenua-

tion brings to a correct result from the viewpoint of the statistical physic».

In conclusion, the author would like to express his gratitude to

S.G.Hatinyan and the participants of the theoretical seminar for the Interest

to the work.
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